
ADF Coding Standards 

Introduction 

This document sets out standards to cover the naming and project structure for ADF 

applications as discussed amongst ADF practitioners. The motivation for this piece of work is 

to give development teams, particularly those new to ADF, conventions which assist them to 

develop applications to best practice, as well as making the code more familiar to developers 

who are new to a project. 

Contributors 

The discussions that have led to this document were started by Simon Haslam and Chris Muir 

on the ADF Methodology Google Group. It includes many contributions from Aino 

Andriessen, John Flack, John Stegeman, Edwin Biemond, Andrejus Baranovskis, Keon, 

Marko Mitic, Avrom Roy-Faderman, Nathalie Roman and Rob Nocera (who kindly 

presented a summary of this work at an Unconference session of Oracle OpenWorld 2008). 

How You Can Participate 

This document is very much "work in progress" and some aspects of it may be more 

controversial than others. If you would like to contribute improvements, or if you disagree 

with any points mentioned, please start a discussion on the ADF Methodology group first 

before editing this wiki page. This is so that the document itself remains consistent and 

broadly in agreement with the consensus of the ADF community. 

Technologies in Scope 

These standards cover applications built using ADF Faces and ADF Business Components 

and are intended for ADF 11g onwards - some may be suitable for earlier versions but that is 

down to the reader’s interpretation. The standards are designed to apply to moderate-sized 

enterprise applications (say 100 UI pages for example) but hopefully with some subdivision 

of packages would be suitable for far larger applications too. Smaller applications (say 10-20 

pages) may find this overkill, although it is always worth bearing in mind that a successful 

small project can often evolve into a much larger one! The focus at this stage is for UI-driven 

applications, rather than ones providing predominantly web service interfaces, though this 

may change over time. 

Why Have Coding Standards? 

Standards help promote a uniform ‘look and feel’ to code, it makes the code easier to 

maintain as it becomes more intuitive where to find things. By giving developers guidance as 

to how to name items, coding standards save time and effort. Finally by setting out the way 

code is organised standards can improve application structure and foster best practices.  

Currently this document is restricted in scope to cover the naming conventions for ADF items 

and packages (and by implication logical structure); other more detailed, say, Java level 
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coding standard are covered elsewhere. 

 

The intention is that the standards should fit comfortably with the way JDeveloper works and 

existing applications have been built – hopefully many of them are in common use already 

(for example, as a result of developers learning ADF by studying SRDemo). 

References 

[SR] SRDemo Application – sample application produced by Oracle (10g onwards) 

 

[TU] The Ultimate Human Resources Application (TUHRA) – sample application developed 

in book by Peter Koletzke and Duncan Mills (10.1.3 based) 

 

[OA] Oracle Applications Framework Developer’s Guide (Metalink 394780.1, 10.1.3 based) 

 

[JHS] Java Headstart – an ADF code generation tool from Oracle Consulting (10.1.3 based) 

 

[FOD] Fusion Order Demo – sample application produced by Oracle (11g onwards) 

Structure of these Standards 

These standards are grouped by topic area for ease of reference: General (G), Entity Objects 

(EO), View Objects (VO), AMs (AM), Backing Beans (BB), Task Flows (TF). As a general 

rule terms are described in full except where an abbreviation is very well known (e.g. FK).  

Definitions 

This document uses the following definitions:  

 System – the super entity of sub-systems  

 Sub-system – a single application such as HR, procurement  

 Application – synonymous with a sub-system, not to be confused with an ADF 

Application Workspace  

 Common ADF Application Workspace – a single ADF Application Workspace 

encapsulating the common parts of all other Application Workspaces, such as EOs, 

lookup VOs, but not Task Flows.  

 Task Flow ADF Application Workspace – a single ADF Application Workspace 

encapsulating the components for a single Task Flow, comprised of both Model & 

ViewController projects,  

 Master ADF Application Workspace – a composite ADF Application Workspace 

reusing Task Flow ADF Application Workspaces to make a single Application (see 

above)  



Note in the following descriptions any annotation (DEFAULT) is the current JDev behaviour. 

General 

G1) Application name - every app must have a short name or acronym that can be used as 

part of package names, specific classes and on paths. This should be used in lower case for 

speed and simplicity (and to save wearing out the shift key). E.g. srdemo, fodemo, um, 

foobar, speaker 

 

G2) Packages should be prefixed by the client or company name, though arguably[1] not a 

fully qualified path, e.g. oracle.srdemo, veriton.um, ukoug.speaker.  

 

G3) Framework extensions should be in a separate package[2], called "Framework" perhaps 

(called FrameworkExtensions in [SR] and frmwkext in [FOD]).  

 

G4) Put the BC in a project called Model (note: some places have used DataModel etc but we 

suggest using Model to be make it clear it’s that part of the MVC architecture).  

 

G5) Top level BC directories – ‘entities’, ‘design’ for diagrams, ‘service’ for application 

modules. Note: the ‘views’ packages typically organised within the individual task flows that 

use them (see later). 

 

G6) Organise your directories to suit project lifecycle and source control system (typically 

Subversion these days) and library management tools like Maven. E.g. your build directories 

have to be outside your trunk folder. E.g.src\main\java, src\test\java folder for unit testing. 

Include a ‘database’folder for your SQL schema creation scripts etc. 

Templates 

Templates are another significant 11g feature. Your application should have one or more 

templates, though these may be imported from an organisation-wide library. 

<todo: need to refine this> 

Application Structure and Task Flows 

ADF/JDeveloper 11g introduces new functionality called Task Flows. These dramatically 

improve the way you use ADF to build UIs; modern ADF applications are expected to use 

them extensively. 

 

Your overall system should be comprised of several Task Flow ADF Application 

Workspaces, each representing a Task Flow modelling a business process, as well as a single 

Common ADF Application Workspace. 

 

A Master ADF Application Workspace will include each of the separate Task Flow ADF 

Application Workspaces, in order to meet the overall Application's needs. 

 

<todo: a diagram would be very useful here> 
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Therefore with a new UI project one of the first considerations will be what task flows are 

required.  

Task Flows 

A task flow is contains a set of UI components which typically references the model (ADF 

BC components) held elsewhere in the application. Within a task flow there will be the usual 

ViewController items which should following these guidelines: 

 

TF1) <taskflowname> - the ViewController package naming convention as its first part will 

reflect the Task Flow name: eg. createemployees  

 

TF2) <taskflowname>.view - the code specific to view layer within the ViewController 

package will include the sub-package name "view" (DEFAULT)  

 

TF3) <taskflowname>.view.backing - ViewController backing beans should go into a sub-

package name "backing". <ref. to Avrom's blog post about what is applicable for backing  

beans> (DEFAULT)  

 

TF4) <taskflowname>.view.framework – <need clarification from Avrom here > used for 

overriden component classes.  

 

TF5) <taskflowname>.view.pageDefs – for the ADFm binding page def files (DEFAULT)  

 

TF6) <taskflowname>.view.servlet – any servlet, filter or listener code that extends the JEE 

servlet that is used in generating output. eg. a servlet that dynamically renders a BLOB into a 

downloadable file.  

 

TF7) <taskflowname>.controller - code specific to the controller layer within the 

ViewController package will include the sub-package name ‘controller’  

 

TF8) <taskflowname>.controller.lifecycle – code that overrides the ADF controller such as 

the ErrorHandlerImpl class.  

 

TF9) <taskflowname>.controller.managed – ViewController managed beans should go into a 

sub-package name "managed"  

<ref. to Avrom's blog post about what is applicable for managed beans> <need to clarify that 

JDev incorrectly(?) intermingles term managed bean and backing bean in the IDE> 

 

TF10) <taskflowname>.controller.servlet - any servlet, filter or listener code that extends the 

JEE servlet that is used in handling input. eg. a servlet that manages security based on a non-

standard login mechanism. 

View Controller 

VC1) Put View Controller code in a ‘ViewController’ project. 

 



VC2) For each ADFm page def file, its name should reflect the web page it supports with the 

suffix PageDef.Eg. ViewEmployeesPageDef. (DEFAULT)  

 

VC3) The name of each managed bean should reflect their function, eg. Versioner or 

CartProcessor, and not include information about its scope etc (since this can change). 

Backing Beans 

BB1) All backing beans should be in a ‘backing’ package  

 

BB2) Backing beans should have the same name as the web page that they are used in, eg. 

ViewEmployees.jspx has a backing bean createemployees.view.backing.ViewEmployees 

 

BB3) Backing beans should implement java.io.Serializable if the application is to be 

deployed on cluster 

BC Projects 

BC1) If you anticipate having more than around 50 entities you should we have separate 

model projects for different data subsystems or application functionality areas. This allows 

developers to concentrate on the model project they are currently working on. When it’s 

needed to reuse ADF BC components between different model projects, use the import 

functionality for ADF BC with JAR files. 

BC Entity Objects 

EO1) Entities - put associations in an ‘associations’ sub-package to keep them out of the way 

of the other entities (which can get quite a large list anyway)  

 

EO2) For clarity entity names should always same as the underlying table. Aino suggests 

"Reference entities (and their attributes) are prefixed with ‘Lkp’ for lookup, i.e. 

‘Lkp<entityname>’. I would suggest for a moderately sized project these should be in a 

separate ‘lookups’ sub-package. 

 

EO3) Transient attributes, calculated on the EO, should be prefixed with 'Trnsnt" 

BC View Objects 

VO1) Put View Links in a "links" sub-package ("links" is in [FOD], "viewlinks" is in [SR]?) 

 

VO2) Names of Views - some sort of rule for how to name, e.g. ReadingsByMeterVo[1] 

(note the java convention of making only the first letter upper case, even when an 

abbreviation like VO). I've used "Vo" suffix, FODemo has "VO" suffix. Aino suggests "Vw" 

suffix. If it is a read-only VO then rather than use a prefix or suffix put it into a sub-package 

(e.g. app.model.view.ro) to save, sometimes very difficult, refactoring in case it needs to be 

changed to a R/W VO later. The same should be applied to LOV views – we recommend a 

separate package such as app.model.view.lov. The Views themselves should be named 

according to the functionality/data that it provides (this may be quite far removed from the 
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underlying tables for more complex joins). 

 

VO3) ViewLink names - if you have aliases for tables and FKs based on those the defaults 

work pretty well I reckon (I always have 3 char aliases and so an FK might be 

ABC_DEF_FK in which case the view link becomes "AbcDefFkLink"). Note that view link 

names are visible through the AM so descriptive may be better. However there has been 

debate on this – some people prefer to invent more descriptive names; it probably depends on 

how database-centric or java-centric your development team is (and probably how sensibly 

your foreign keys have been named in the database too!). 

 

VO4) ViewObject instance names in AM - interesting one - do you rename or do you leave 

the JDev default <View><number>? Currently I rename but I'm not sure it's worth the effort.  

 

VO5) Bundle up View Objects and View Links into functional subsystems and package with 

task flows if you are using them. 

BC Application Modules 

AM1) Application Module naming - seems to be nicer to call it <app>Service these days. 

How about multiple application modules? How about nested vs root names?  

 

AM2) If your project is fairly big then you should consider bundling up entities, and possibly 

views, into separate application modules which can then be nested in your final applications.  

<Aino suggests: "We group all general read-only view objects that are used for LOV's and 

dropdowns into one application module and nest that into your other AM's." - worth 

considering as a standard practice?>  

An Example Project Structure 

As a means of illustrating the application structure here is an example project:  

<todo: there’s still work to be done here, especially wrt. task flows> 

 Common (app.common)  

 UnitTest (app.unittest)  

 Framework (app.framework)  

 Model (app.model)  

 app.model.services 

 app.model.entities 

 app.model.entities.associations 

 TaskFlows (app.tasks) 

 app.tasks.task1 

 app.tasks.task1.views 

 app.tasks.task1.views.viewlinks 



 app.tasks.task1.backing 

 app.tasks.task2 

 app.tasks.task2.views 

 app.tasks.task2.views.viewlinks 

 app.tasks.task1.backing 

 app.tasks.task3 

 app.tasks.task3.views 

 app.tasks.task3.views.viewlinks 

 app.tasks.task1.backing 

 ViewController (non-task flow specific UI) 

 app.ui.backing  

 app.ui.utility  

 app.ui.pageDefs  

 

Note: app is the application name, but could also be of the form com.company.app etc.  

Final Comments 

There's plenty more to think about (java, resources, internationalisation) but hopefully this is 

a start anyway. At the moment we don’t know of any other publically available ADF coding 

standards document except for OA (which as 10g based so doesn’t cover task flows) and 

there still needs to be an activity of merging in best practices from that. In addition JHeadstart 

ought to enshrine many ADF best practices so should also be considered by this document. 

Any volunteers would be most welcome! The intention is that this is a living document that 

will evolve with new ADF/JDeveloper releases and become a resource helpful to the whole 

community. 

Footnotes 

[1] This point is slightly controversial and has changed over the years. It has been fashionable 

to include a reverse domain name, e.g. uk.co.veriton.um, but this has the disadvantage of 

making quite a few nested directories without a clear benefit, i.e. you are unlikely to have 

other projects in the ‘com.’ domain as compared to the ‘com.company’ domain (even more so 

for countries, like the UK, that have commercial organisations in a sub-domain, e.g. 

uk.co.company).  

 

[2] Further discussion required (separate project? - I would really like a more universally 

applicable one, though as it becomes more generic potentially its value decreases - see the 
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ADFutils debate) 

 

[1] John Flack thinks we should use VO (and EO) to save confusion with database views etc 
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